
BBC iPlayer: Opportunities for promotion  
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 iPlayer ‘Featured’ 
- A promotional slot on the homepage of BBC iPlayer, UK wide and across all 

devices.  

 iPlayer ‘Preview’ 
- A trail added to BBC iPlayer as an ‘episode’ in its own right and promoted 

across the platform 

 iPlayer ‘Premiere’ 
- Showing a programme on BBC iPlayer before i ts scheduled TX on linear TV. 

 iPlayer ‘Exclusive’ 
- Content that has been commissioned exclusively fo r BBC iPlayer.  

 iPlayer ‘playback recommendation’ 
- Manually select a programme to appear first in the ‘you may also like’ list of 

programmes suggested to the user at the end of a programme play  

 Related links 
- Adding links within the iPlayer window to other related BBC content  

 Category highlights and groups 
- Promotion of programmes within the genre or Nation categories  

  



iPlayer ‘Featured’ 
- A promotional slot on the homepage of BBC iPlayer, UK wide and across all devices.  

An iPlayer featured slot drives a significant increase in programme views. The promotions on the Homepage 

are refreshed at 6am, 4pm and 9pm each day. 

Programmes featured on the iPlayer homepage are prioritised and scheduled by the ‘iPlayer Media Planning 

Group’ based on channel and marketing priorities, and BBC iPlayer target audience appeal. Nations 

programmes will always be considered alongside other priorities and suggestions are welcomed but should 

have UK wide appeal.  

 

 

  



iPlayer ‘Exclusive’ 
- Content that has been commissioned exclusively for BBC iPlayer. 

Programmes, series or short-form content can be commissioned exclusively for iPlayer. Victoria Jaye and 

Tom Williams commission content directly from TV production and via the commissioning Heads in Sport, 

Arts and Music. 

A recent example commissioned from from BBC Wales was the ‘Hunchback in the Park’ animation as part of 

the Dylan Thomas centenary season. 

 

Further information about the kind of programming the commissioners are looking for can be found on the 

commissioning site and outlined in Victoria Jaye’s blogs - 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/commissioning/briefs/tv/browse-by-channel/bbc-iplayer-red-button-programme-

pages/ 

iPlayer ‘Preview’ 
 A trail added to BBC iPlayer as an ‘episode’ in its own right and promoted across the 

platform 

A select number of short-form clips/trails are being selected for preview on iPlayer as part of a pilot. These 

have included some of the more high profile UK programmes such as EastEnders and Doctor Who, but the 

editorial team are keen to add more short-form content.  

A recent example from BBC Wales was the trail for the Hinterland feature length special. This content needs 

to be delivered as if it were a linear programme and must meet specific technical requirements. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/commissioning/briefs/tv/browse-by-channel/bbc-iplayer-red-button-programme-pages/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/commissioning/briefs/tv/browse-by-channel/bbc-iplayer-red-button-programme-pages/


 

iPlayer ‘Premiere’ 
- Showing a programme on BBC iPlayer before i ts scheduled TX on linear TV.  

The current service licence for BBC iPlayer limits iPlayer premieres to programmes scheduled for linear TX on 

BBC Three. It is hoped that this will be extended in the future. 

 



iPlayer ‘playback recommendation’ 
 Manually select a programme to appear first in the ‘you may also like’ list of 

programmes suggested to the user at the end of a programme play  

Programmes are automatically selected for recommendation ’you may also like’ based on genre. This can be 

overridden so that a related programme that may be in a different genre category can be placed first in this 

list and highlighted to the user. This is currently a pilot process. 

 

 

Related links 
 Adding links within the iPlayer window to other related BBC content.  

Links can be added to any BBC content to give the audience more information and enrich the user 

experience. E.g. character profiles, Information and Support, iWonder guides. However, there are very 

limited character counts for this (26 characters). 



 

Category highlights and groups 
 Promotion of programmes within the genre or Nation categories 

Programmes are categorised by Genre, Accessible alternative formats and Nation. 

 

The genre and accessibility categories are automatically filled with programmes that have been assigned that 

category as part of the delivery and scheduling process. Programmes can be given more than one genre, if 

appropriate, so can appear in more than one genre category. 

Each category is ‘curated’ or editorialised by an iPlayer specialist who decide on the order and grouping of 

programmes based on a combination editorial and marketing priorities. 

The Nations categories are automatically filled with programmes that have been assigned the relevant 

masterbrand. E.g. BBC One Wales, BBC Two Wales and S4C programmes appear in the Wales category, BBC 

One Scotland and BBC Two Scotland programmes in the Scotland category etc. 

Each of the categories can be viewed by ‘Highlights’, ’A-Z’ and ‘Recent’.  



 

The default order of the ‘Highlights’ view is determined by their iPlayer popularity (most watched) but this 

can be overridden by manually promoting or adding programmes to reflect editorial prioritises and highlight 

particular programmes to the audience. 

A promoted programme will appear first in the stream. If more than one programme is promoted the order 

can be set to determine which appears first, second, third, etc. The ordering of both most popular and 

manually promoted programmes follows top to bottom and left to right. 

 



Group promos 
Up to 3 group promos can also be manually created and added across the 3 pages of the highlights view to 

‘group’ together a series, theme or season of programmes. This is indicated by either a double height or 

double wide image, depending on the device being used, to help it stand out. The minimum number of 

programmes required for a group promo is 3 but there is no maximum and the maximum is 45. 

Related promos 
There are also 3 slots, across the 3 pages that can be used for promotion of related content such as trails and 

live steams. Promos appear in set places within a stream. At the moment they appear on responsive web 

only, but will soon be enabled in apps and TVs. 

 

 


